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Falcon A26-076 in Ottawa Canada during a 'Snow Trainer'. Note the 'zap' on the roundel, the kangaroo is riding a ski kiddo.
Photo Catherine Hamilton

Editorial

Volume 17 No. 2

This is the second issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 17 (2003). As
usual we have a mixed bag of articles and our largest ever issue this time with a total of 13 editorial articles.
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

We have several major articles this issue on the P-40Ls of 3 Sqn RAAF (a subject for which only a few
photos have appeared in print before) plus corrections to the associated AMTech kit in 1/48th scale and the
Falcon 900s operated by 34 Sqn RAAF. The second half of the report from the RTAF (Royal Thai Air Force)
Museum is available. In addition we have more armour material with 2 articles on the ASLAV family in ADF
service plus a RAAF oddities article on RAAF Jeeps.
Next up are additional photos from Dick Hourigan to go with last issue's article on the Wackett operated by
Harry Miller and another of Ley's articles on the Balkan's Airwar. Finally there are a couple of very interesting Aviation Archeology articles on 5th AF USAF machines that were relocated many years later at their
crash sites. Finally I would like to thank long time IPMS (NSW) stalwart Mick Mirkovic for his suggestion
that we run a regular feature on the Photographic Library of AHMWA where Mick does much volunteer
work.
I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in particular the following - Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Catherine Hamilton, Brian Kelly, Tim Prosser, Warren
Meyer and Ley Reynolds plus all the WWII vets named in my 3 Sqn article. Obviously I also am grateful to
the following members who have assisted with material - Mick Elst, Scott Davies, Ryan Hamilton and Gary
Wickham. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be
reproduced without written permission.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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The AMTech kit of the P-40F/L long tail Warhawk (called the Kittyhawk Mk.IIA by the RAF for the 100 examples that they obtained)
has been well received in the modelling press and on online sites
such as Hyperscale. There is however a number of shortcomings
with the kit that have not been addressed by any sources that I have
seen.

By Steve Mackenzie

Some of these shortcomings have been caused by using the original
P-40F kit as the basis for what is presented by AMTech (there ARE
some differences between the original short fuselage 'F' models and
the 'L' which have not been addressed). Others have been inherited
from the new Resin nose which is manufactured by the French firm
'Hi-Tech' (in it's original form it was part of a set sold under the AMD
label in the U.S but the manufacture was of French origin). While
some changes were made for the AMTech version, not all the necessary corrections were made for the P-40L release.
It will probably be considered by some that parts of what I present
here is unnecessarily nitpicking. That may be so, however it is up to
the individual as to how far he wants to go to attempt some of these
corrections. Some are easy, some would be difficult to fix such as
the fuselage extension (see later). Personally I would ignore some of
these things in my choice of scale (1/72) and not bother if I was talking about the MPM kit here. I am just noting the inaccuracies in the
kit as info for those interested.
OK lets look at various areas one by one:
Propeller - The P-40F used the same prop as the P-40E which was
relatively pointed at the extremities (marked '1' on photo to right).
The P-40L used a later version which was much broader at the tips
(the photo at lower right is a P-40N, but the 'L' model uses the same
prop). The propeller that you are provided with is from the original P40F kit and is thus incorrect for the P-40L version. The easy way out
is to use a spare prop from a P-40M or N kit if available.

Resin Nose - A new Resin nose was manufactured by the French
firm 'Hi-Tech'. While some changes were made for the AMTech version, not all the necessary corrections were made for the P-40L release. In the photo below, the depression marked 'A' has to be filled
as it was only on those models that used 'tube' type exhaust stacks
(the P-40E and P-40F - some aircraft). This was done away with on
later production types with the 'fishtail' type exhausts (incl the P-40L).
In addition fill the holes that are supposed to represent rivets at 'B'
and 'C', as they are hopelessly oversized and are not even lined up
evenly for the line of rivets at 'C'.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Nose Intake area - The Allison engined P-40 variants had a trio of
large circular radiators/coolers arranged in a triangular formation which
sat below the engine in the nose. On the Merlin engined variants the
upper two radiator blocks were replaced by a pair of rectangular
shaped units (left and right) that were placed side by side directly below the engine (marked as '2' in the left hand photo).
The Oil Cooler was replaced by a pair of smaller circular units that sat
below the radiator blocks (marked as '3' in the left hand photo). In addition the Carburetor air intake was moved to a position at the front lower
lip of the nose to feed to the updraft unit fitted to Merlin engines (the
original Allison engines used a downdraft type which was fed from an
intake in the fairing that was fitted above the nose). It has been removed in this photo but was placed centrally between the two small
cooler units but about 15" further forward.
The new resin nose incorrectly omits the two circular oil cooler units
(see the second of the resin nose photos below). The original plastic
parts in the AMT P-40F kit did include these units but omitted the Carburetor air intake. To fix the resin nose it will be necessary to remove
the two spurious heavy ribs that are marked as 'D' and scratch build
two circular oil cooler units in their place. It should be noted that the
whole radiator block portion is set much too close to the intake lip of
the nose and the Carburetor air intake (marked as 'E') but there is
probably not much you can do about that unless you are going to chop
up and completely rebuild the resin nose.
Cowl Gills (Flaps) - The AMTech instructions tell you to cut up the
original plastic cowl flap assembly (part A3) to form separate cowl flaps
that are attached to the bottom of the new resin nose. The problem is
that the cowl flaps are NOT a regular rectangular shape as they would
have you believe but taper so that they are much narrower at the rear
than at the front. They are also slightly longer than AMT moulded
(AMT seems to have based theirs on the smaller flaps that were fitted
to the Allison engined versions).
Refer to the 2 photos below and construct new cowl flaps from plastic
card. The photo to left shows the size and shape well, plus illustrates
the normal closed position seen often when on the ground. The right
hand photo shows how they can retract right back into the cavity under
the nose (they are sometimes seen like this in photos). If you wish to
display them partly (common when parked) or fully open (normally only
seen when the engine is running) have a study of the head on shot
which is repeated at right above.
The cowl flaps open in pairs on either side of what I would call a keel
on the bottom of the nose which is moulded into the new resin nose.
The opened flap is marked as '4' on the head on shot. Note that there
is a backing plate (marked as '5') between each pair of cowl flaps
which opens out behind them to fill in the gap in between. This is required as the cowl flaps spread apart from each other as they are
opened due to their shape (the backing plate can also be seen in the
photo of them in the closed position lower).
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Cockpit: Windscreen Framing & Pilots Headrest - As with most kits
the cockpit would gain by using a resin replacement if you have one
available. One thing that must be fixed (even if using the original plastic pieces) is the pilot's headrest which is nothing like the one fitted to
P-40Ls. The correct item had a very large Brown leather cushion
(headrest) fitted as per the two photos above and lower right. All the
RAF machines were like this and most USAF ones except for a few
which seem to have it removed altogether in photos.

The AMTech kit is incorrect in that the fuselage extension continues to
taper in line with the original fuselage lines, thus causing the rudder to
be too narrow in thickness where it joins the vertical fin. The vertical fin
is also too narrow so as to make it fair into the thinner rudder. There is
nothing unique in this as other P-40 kits that I have examined with the
longer fuselage suffer from the same problem.

The other thing to watch is the additional framing for the port quarter
window as seen on the first photo. All P-40Ls had this as did later production P-40Fs. The plastic canopy parts inherited from the AMT P40F kit omit it as it was not applicable to the short tail P-40Fs that they
were modelling. Although the paint scheme side views show this additional framing, it is not mentioned anywhere in the construction instructions, so don't forget to mask out and paint in the additional frames.

The original Hi-Tech P-40L conversion that was sold under the AMD
label in the U.S has a resin rudder included that would in no way fit the
narrower rudder post of this AMTech kit. The problem could be fixed by
cutting off the plastic rudder from the kit, inserting a wedge to spread
the rear fuselage and vertical fin to their correct width and using the HiTech resin rudder or copies thereof, but it would be a job in line with
what one modeller had to do to fix the short and skinny fuselage of the
Hasegawa Spitfire Mk.IX kit. Possible to do but not for the faint
hearted.

Wing tip shape - The wing tip shape appears to be a little bit too
'square' in the kit. Refer to a set of drawings and after construction,
sand off a little bit from the area that I have marked in Black below till
you have the correct shape. Should take about 30 sec each side.

Sources - Thanks to Brett Green for the use of the shots of the resin
nose and kit sprues which come from his preview of the kit on Hyperscale. The other photos are copyright USAF plus the following 3 Sqn
RAAF veterans: Arthur Dawkins & Reg Moore.

Rear fuselage extension - When the original short (31'2") fuselage of There is a separate article on the use of the P-40L with 3 Sqn RAAF in
the P-40E, P-40F etc was extended to a length of 33'4", it was done by this issue with many photos and colour schemes that may be acadding what is virtually a parallel sided fuselage extension behind cessed through the main index (editorial) page.
where the original rudder post was. While the vertical fin and rudder
were moved rearward by the necessary 2'2" the horizontal tail planes
remained in their original position.
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F/Lt Arthur Dawkins sitting on the cockpit sill of his P-40L CV-B FS449. In the background can be seen CV-<> FS482 in its
Temperate Camouflage scheme. Compare to the Desert Scheme aircraft behind it. Photo A.Dawkins

By Steve Mackenzie
Introduction – In Jun 1943 (before the Sicily Campaign) 3 Sqn
RAAF started receiving the P-40L Merlin engined Kittyhawk Mk.IIa
into it's inventory. The RAF had contracted to take 100 examples of
this type under Lend Lease and gave them serials FS400-FS499.
They were very similar to the P-40Fs (Kittyhawk Mk.II) previously operated, but had a major change in the extended rear fuselage (to a
total length of 33'4"). Other minor changes (useful in identification)
are 'Fishtail' type exhausts instead of the straight 'Tube' type used in
the P-40F, a different prop and additional framing on the portside
only of the windscreen (used to create a 'Quarter Window' for bad
weather visibility).
3 Sqn RAAF who were the only users of the type in the RAF, started
receiving the first few just before they moved to Malta in preparation
for the Sicilian invasion. At the time due to a shortage of the P-40F
model, they were also operating a small number of Kittyhawk Mk.IIIs
(long fuselage P-40K-10 type, serials FR4xx batch) in one flight to
make up the shortfall. For a short while they operated all 3 sub versions which must have made for an interesting time with mixed formations due to differences in performance.
By late 1943 the P-40Ls had entirely replaced the other two types in
the service of 3 Sqn.
Technical Aspects & Roles – At this stage while the Kittyhawk units
were in theory fighter squadrons, they only met German aircraft on a
couple of occasions for the remainder of the war. This was because
their role was close air support near the front line areas. In Italy the
'Cab Rank' system was developed whereby fighters would loiter in a
given area until directed to a specific target (using map co-ordinates)
by the ground controller who was himself usually an ex Kittyhawk pilot 'resting' between tours. In addition they would attack interdiction
targets (bridges, road junctions, road traffic, enemy headquarters) up
to 150+ miles behind the front line in pre briefed attacks. Formations
in Italy were normally of 6 aircraft, it was rare that a full Sqn effort of
12 would be laid on.

Typical loads carried. 40, 250 & 500 lb bombs, Drop Tank
under fuselage. Photos Reg Moore
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Twin 250 lb and 500 lb bomb installation details. Photos A.
Dawkins & Reg Moore

Left - 40 lb bomb shackles under wing. Right - 'Screamer' fitted under wing tip. RAAF Official & B Burchfield

Cutella - During the period June-Dec 1943, the Squadron led a very
nomadic existence. They operated from the following airstrips, moving as follows - June Malta, July Pachino & Agnone in Sicily, 14 Sep
Grottaglie near Taranto Italy, 22nd of September Bari briefly then to
Foggia main complex, in Nov they had to move from the main Foggia field as the main complex was required for Allied Strategic
bomber units (B-17s, B-24s and Wellingtons). They moved to Melini
& Celone which were satellite strips in the Foggia complex used for
fighter operations.
The weather was very bad in Spring of 1943 (Oct-Dec) with heavy
rains which caused the Allied advance to grind to a halt in Oct.
Armed reconnaissance missions gave way on the 24th of October to
a series of anti-shipping operations over the Adriatic Sea using longrange fuel tanks fitted onto the Kittyhawks. Shipping around the
Yugoslav Islands and German fortifications in Yugoslavia were common targets set by the ground controllers working in two-way communication with individual patrols.
New Year 1944 brought rain & snow etc to greet a Squadron advance party who had travelled to Cutella, near Termoli, to prepare for
the Squadron's arrival. After the weather cleared bombing operations
recommenced. Cutella on the east coast of Italy was the home for
the Sqn for the next 5 months (till the end of May 1944) when they
moved forward to follow the Allied Armies who had broken through
the German 'Winter Line' in May, liberating Rome on June 4th (which
was slightly overshadowed by events in Normandy 2 days later).
Cutella was a very pleasant strip built on the sand dunes and about
1/2 mile inland from the sea which enabled the crews to go swimming in Summer weather. The old strip is now bisected by a local
highway (see 'http://www.3squadron.org.au/cutellanow.htm' for details). It was at Cutella that 3 Squadron began bombing with 1,000
pounders after it had been tested and proven safe by W/Cmdr Wilmont.
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1.Photo of an actual Grid map used in Italy.
2.Pilots studying a target map before a mission.
3.Inside the Mess and
4.A photo of the operations van.
5.Typical Pilots accomodation.
All the above photos are of scenes at Cutella.

Reg 'Slim' Moore who supplied many of
the photos used here, in the cockpit of
CV-B FS449 (see later) which he was
the Fitter for. Good shot of the cockpit
equipment details. Photo Reg Moore
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Colours - Initially the Kittyhawk Mk.IIas were in the Desert camouflage of Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue
(usually) lower surfaces. These colours are thought to have been applied at a M.U in the Middle East as it is believed that the aircraft
were manufactured in the Temperate scheme in the U.S (as were
the earlier P-40Es). Spinners were all painted Red as per DAF
(Desert Air Force) orders with serials in Black. Roundels on all these
Kittyhawk Mk.IIas were the standard RAF types for the period (ie 36"
C1 Fuselage, 40 " B type Upper wing and 36" C Lower wing) with appropiate Fin flash.
This scheme while very suitable for use in N.Africa, Malta and to a
certain extent Sicily, was not so good when flying over the darker colours of the Italian landscape. In addition 239 Wing had by now gone
over to exclusively flying CAS and Interdiction sorties at a relatively
low level (no more bomber escorts anymore as in the N.African
days). What was required was a scheme which would enable them
to blend into the ground if they happened to run across any German
fighters patrolling above them.
The later machines received were left in the Temperate scheme as
manufactured. This consisted of U.S equivalent colours
(manufactured by Dupont) for the RAF colours Dark Green & Dark
Earth (upper surfaces) and a colour called Sky Grey which was substituted for Sky Blue which had been requested by the RAF for lower
surfaces. The Green used was very close to RAF Dark Green but the
Dark Earth had a little more Red in it than the real RAF colour. Spinners, Serials and roundels all remained as per the earlier Desert
scheme.

Lineup probably taken in Italy which shows a mixture of Desert & Temperate scheme painted airframes. CV-K is probably
Ken Richard's FS433 (see later), with CV-T also painted in
temperate colours behind it. Photo 3 Sqn Archives

Code letters on all known 3 Sqn Kittyhawk Mk.IIas were in White.
Initially they were of a rounded style similar to those which had been
applied in N.Africa. Towards the end of their service the Sqn started
painting them in the 'Squarish' 45 deg cornered style which was used
pretty much exclusively on their later P-40Ns and Mustangs. This
was applied using a standard stencil and they were smaller than the
earlier efforts. In between a number of weird hand painted efforts
were seen which were obviously an attempt at the square style but
varied from a/c to a/c.
In Italy the wing leading edge I.D stripes in Yellow were more often
than not omitted. These had been usually seen during the Sicilian
campaign but tended to disappear from use later. The colour behind
the rear glass windows is not Interior Green. It has been stated by
different sources that the Brown colour was applied at the factory,
another source says that the predominant camo colour in that area
was used (I have used the later on my drawings).

CV-X FS454 Leaving Sicily for the flight to Italy on 14 Sep is a
good example of the Temperate scheme. Very little contrast
between the colours which is common when freshly painted.
BTW all P-40Ls used wheels with flat cover plates like this
example. Photo A.Dawkins

Nose art on the Kittyhawk Mk.IIas was apparently quite rare. To
date I only know of three examples although there was probably others which have not turned up in photos yet. One source interviewed
said it had gone out of favour after several machines so marked had
been lost while operating over Sicily and 'Superstition' decreed that it
was dangerous to have such. I don't know how accurate that comment is but it is rare none the less.

And a nose art example on Harry Shipley's CV-Z (serial unsure as he had two with this code). Another one with nose art
was S/Ldr Brian Eaton's CV-V (see drawings). Photo Leon
Henry

Photo of CV-K FS433, of P/O Ken Richards, Cutella, Early 1944 as drawn over page. Photo RAAF Official
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Now for a look at the schemes for a number of individual airframes. Note carefully how things such as the style of code letters is treated as this
was decidedly non standard on a few of them here.

Photographed in several official photos on Malta in Jun/Jul 1943, FS400 is a typical early example of the airframes in the Desert scheme. At this
stage the rounded style of code letters was the usual.

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-Y, FS400, Malta, Jun/Jul 1943.
Desert camouflage of Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue (usually) lower surfaces.
Spinner painted Red as per DAF (Desert Air Force) orders with serials in Black. White code letters.

The first photograph of FS449 was taken in Sicily when it was newly delivered and awaiting allotment to a pilot (thus the lack of individual letter). The other photo shows Arthur Dawkins sitting in the cockpit of CV-B at Foggia in Nov 1943. Behind him is CV-<> FS482 (see drawing) in
it's Temperate scheme.

10
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Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-B, FS449, Foggia, Nov 1943. Pilot: P/O Arthur Dawkins
Desert camouflage of Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue (usually) lower surfaces.
Spinner painted Red as per DAF (Desert Air Force) orders with serials in Black. White code letters. Wheel
hub is Azure Blue with a Red square thereon.

Remaining 4 photos all taken at Foggia in Nov 1943. Note on the 3rd the unusual shape of the letter 'B' which has been created by using the 'P' stencil twice. The 4th photo shows the decorated wheel hub and a repair patch on the cowling lip. This
machine was later repainted in the Temperate scheme while at Cutella in 1944, with the serial number being remarked lower
down and much smaller than standard. The later scheme is not drawn here (maybe another time). Photos A.Dawkins.
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Another long serving machine, FS433 was the aircraft of P/O Ken Richards who was the subject of our 'One Man and His Machines' series back
in issue 15/3 of this publication. I have redrawn his machine as a closer study undertaken for this article shows a few minor differences from the
original drawing. Typical example of the Temperate scheme with Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces.

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, FS433, Cutella, Early 1944. Pilot: P/O Ken Richards
Temperate Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurface scheme. The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called
'Sky Grey' (roughly #FS36595). Codes in White and serials Black (much smaller than usual - obviously repainted). Red Spinner. Wheel hub appears to be painted the Dark Earth colour. Note the 'C' is different having vertical arms that almost meet (obviously no stencil here).

Photos show L-R: Lineup probably taken in Italy with CV-K the 2nd machine. The next shows the port side on what looks a
very muddy wet field. The last two show CV-K at Cutella bombed up for a mission (looks like a 1000 lb) and with it's crew.
Photos - 1 & 2 RAAF Official. 3 & 4 Ken Richards

12
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Two photos of CV-Z FS407 in the Desert scheme. First photo taken at Foggia Nov 1943. The 2nd appears to be taken at Cutella, the sand dunes
that the strip was built on being very visible. CV-B visible in the background is believed to be FS449 after a repaint job. Although still in Desert
scheme here, it is known to have had wheel markings like that in it's later Temperate repaint scheme. Also note CV-Y per P.10 in the background.

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-Z, FS407, Foggia, Nov 1943.
Desert camouflage of Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue lower surfaces. Spinner
painted Red as per DAF (Desert Air Force) orders with serials in Black. White code letters. Wheel hubs in Azure Blue.

Photos A.Dawkins & B.Burchfield

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-<>, FS482, Foggia, Nov 1943.
Temperate Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurface scheme. The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called
'Sky Grey' (roughly #FS36595). Codes in White and serials Black. Red Spinner. Wheel hub appears to be
painted a Dark colour (Brown, Red ?) with a White rim. Note the '<>' is actually on a mixed background of
Green/Brown. Shown just Brown here on the pullout view for clarity.
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The first photograph of FS482 was taken at Grottaglie near Taranto on the heel of Italy after 3 Sqn flew their aircraft over from Sicily (thus the
drop tank which was required for the long trip). The other photo shows CV-<> FS482 in the background of Arthur Dawkins sitting in the cockpit of CV-B at Foggia in Nov 1943.
Note - A number of publications have claimed that FS482 carried female artwork with the name 'Fifi' on the port nose. This is incorrect as the
original source for this (Aircam Publications) mixed FS482 up with a 450 Sqn P-40N OK-<> which actually carried the artwork. Ahhhh isn't
plagarism (the art of just copying someone else’s work due to lack of knowledge and laziness to do some original research yourself wonderful) !!

I'm not sure when the photo of this machine, CV-J FS433 was taken.
However as John Howell-Price the pilot had from memory left the Sqn
by the time they moved to Italy, it is probably Sicily. Unusual Code
letters, the 'CV' being very 'fat' and the 'J' in a very unusual style.

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-J, FS413, Sicily, Jul/Aug 1943. Pilot: John Howell-Price
Desert camouflage of Dark Earth and Midstone upper surfaces with Azure Blue lower surfaces. Spinner
painted Red as per DAF (Desert Air Force) orders with serials in Black. White code letters. See the pullout for
more details of the code letters.

14
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Two photos of CV-L FS420 the aircraft flown by F/Lt Jack Doyle. This was another long serving machine, Jack flying it from 21 Aug 43 till 22 Apr
1944. Both photos were taken at Cutella, the sand dunes that the strip was built on being once again being very visible.

Photos Ken Richards
Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-L, FS420, Cutella, 1944. Pilot: Jack Doyle
Temperate Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurface scheme. The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called
'Sky Grey' (roughly #FS36595). Being an early receipt on the Sqn (Aug 43) it has the rounded style of code
letters.

And now we come to the one that I'm sure you are all waiting for as it featured on the decal sheet in the AMTech P-40L kit. Although you would not
know it from the AMTech instructions which are too useless to actually acknowledge the source, I was the one who supplied the info to Alan Griffiths
and his decal artist for this machine.
This very interesting machine was the personal aircraft of Brian Eaton who was the leader of 3 Sqn from Aug 43 to Feb 1944. It went through a
number of changes in markings. Originally it did not have the artwork on the nose, the only unusual thing being the S/Ldrs pennant positioned on the
rudder. I do not know if it was on the starboard side of the rudder as I don't have photos showing that area. AMTech says it is on both sides in their
instructions but that is guesswork.

L- Shown in flight. R- A photo of the starboard side taken at
Foggia in Nov 1943. Good shot of the underwing bomb
shackles. RAAF & A.Dawkins
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Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, CV-V, FS490, Italy, 1943/44. Pilot: S/Ldr Brian Eaton
Temperate Dark Green/ Dark Earth uppersurface scheme. The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called
'Sky Grey' (roughly #FS36595). Codes in White and serials Black with Red Spinner. Below is a reproduction
of the actual 3 Sqn insignia that was painted on a flag which hung in the Pilot's Mess (the original was held by
the Secretary of the S.A Branch of the Association last thing I know). Left is the reproduction that is given on
the AMTech decal sheet. The decals are more accurate than they look as the badge on the actual aircraft
was a bit different (see the photos below).

Photos show L-R: An overall shot of CV-V with the artwork applied. At this stage it also has the replacement wingtip mentioned
in the AMTech instructions (Neutral Gray below & probably Olive
Drab above). The other two are closeups of the artwork applied to
the nose. Notice there are differences to the version on the flag
shown above. The crest is basically a bird with bomb (a Kittyhawk
maybe) and the number '3' superimposed on the standard Desert
Air Force badge.
Photos - Arthur Dawkins & Ken Richards

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Arthur Dawkins, Ken Richards, Reg Moore, Bruce Burchfield & Leon Henry who supplied most of the photos used in
these pages many years ago. Other Photos are RAAF Official and a couple from the 3 Sqn Archives at Williamtown.
For technical details on the AMTech 1/48th scale kit and necessary connections to it, see the separate article which is elsewhere in this issue
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Horrie Miller with Wackett VH-AIY at Broome Dec 1967. Photo Dick Hourigan
Some of you will have seen the photo of Horrie Miller's Wackett VHAIY which appeared in Vol 17/1 in the latest issue of 'Flightpath'. The
photo was supplied by Dick Hourigan who inspected the aircraft at
Broome on 8 Oct 1967. Dick has kindly supplied the 5 attached further
photos for use in this addendum.

shadow below the wing, is the fact that it is fitted with non standard
wheel spats (note however that the scissor links on the undercarraige
legs are still present, not being covered by the spats).

Also visible is the fact that there is no registration (VH-AIY) carried
above the wings and Dick thinks that there was probably none under
These additional photos give us a detailed look at the airframe as it wing either, although one can't be sure as this area is not visible on the
was at that point in time. One point that I missed as they were hidden in photos.
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Jeep 84 Sqn - Lockwood Qld 1945. Photo via Mick Mirkovic
As a quick entry in my series on RAAF Oddities, I have scanned a few photos of Jeeps used by the RAAF. Most are WWII, with one from Korea
and a surprise one as an extra. I'll leave it to you to speculate on the colours.

Left: Jeep used by 3 Sqn RAAF in N.Africa. Photo C.Morrison.
Right: 77 Sqn Jeep circa 1951. Photo RAAF Museum
Below: Jeep 80 Sqn - A Flt Morotai 1944,5.Photo via Mick
Mirkovic
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Ley's Stuka model as referred to in the text. Photo: Ley Reynolds

By Ley Reynolds
Units Using the Junkers Ju 87

order of accuracy / detailing and, coincidentally, price.

In May 1943, Stukageschwader 151 was established at Zagreb with
175 Ju 87B's and D's as a centralised OTU for the type. Ad hoc formations from its ranks were soon in operation against Tito's Partisans,
leading to the formation of Einsatzstaffel /St.G 151 staffed by instructors and dedicated to such duties. By the end of 1943 another formation, ll/Luftlandegeschwader 1, moved into the Balkans equipped with
Ju 87B / R's and DFS 230's. Its early missions were of a general supply
nature (the Luftwaffe being chronically short of transports) but it was
soon flying in support of anti-partisan sweeps culminating in the 25 May
assault on Tito's HQ at Drvar, assisted by the similarly equipped 2 /
Schleppgruppe 1. By the middle of 1944 II/ LLG I had discarded its gliders and was flying Ju 87 B / R / D's on ground attack sorties.

My model was constructed from the Heller kit which I happened to
have on hand. This kit includes raised external detailing which is quite
presentable once sanded down but the airframe appears decidedly
"undernourished" to me (closer to 1/75 scale perhaps?). It also has
more parts than would seem necessary from a moulding point of view.
Nevertheless construction was straightforward with few problems apart
from some filler on the fuselage aft of the cockpit.

The 'internals' are rather basic so I added etched brass seat belts and
various panels, trim-wheels, etc. from plasticard and sprue, using the
excellent MBI Junkers Ju 87 Stuka publication for reference. I also replaced the rear machine gun with a better detailed item from the Revell
Ju 88 kit. Sadly little can be seen through the rather heavy framing on
At about the same time, both NSGr.7 and NSGr.9 concluded that their the kit canopy.
aircraft (He 46/ CR 42 and CR 42 respectively) lacked the range and
load-carrying ability necessary for successful operations and were both I had intended to complete the model as a glider-tug from II / LLG 1,
but just as I prepared the kit for painting, Nenad Miklusev, who runs the
re-equipped with Ju 87D's.
Yugoslav Aviation Special Interest Group, provided details of a St.G
151 Ju 87B-2 which was captured by the Partisans and used by their
Units Using the DFS 230
Liaison Squadron late in the war. As this was unusual and not comGlider colours and markings are a little researched topic, probably be- pletely out of keeping with my theme, I decided to go with this scheme.
cause most were only used once operationally. From the small number
of photographs of this type in the Balkans, I think the colours were RLM Gloy Authentic Colour enamels (now defunct) applied with a Badger
70/71 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces and fu- XF 150 airbrush (all purchased in the UK in the 1970's and still going
selage sides (RLM 76 might be a possibility) with a darkish mottle on strong!) were used to finish the model in the standard RLM 65 / 70 / 71
scheme. The upper surface colours were reportedly quite faded and
the sides - RLM 70 or 71, with RLM 02 being less likely.
uneven, so, in an effort to replicate this, I sprayed random patches of
Codes are also an area of some doubt, but it is generally thought that White on the upper surfaces in the hope that this would lighten the covthe first two letters refer to the Gruppe, the first number probably the ering coats of RLM 70 and 71. Unfortunately the effect can only be
Staffel and the remaining number the individual glider's number within seen if the model is tilted into the light - perhaps differing amounts of
grey or white in each airbrush reservoir of colour would be a better soluthe Geschwader or possibly the Gruppe.
tion. The tail bands were masked and airbrushed, as were the white
discs behind the red stars. The decals for the fuselage codes, "VE +
Models
KU" were given a light coat of RLM 70 (to simulate over painting with
Both of these types are available in 1/72 scale. The following notes on the codes still showing through) before being applied. Final touches
colours, markings and kits are based on my own references and kits in were some weathering and exhaust stains using artist's pastels.
my possession. Assumptions are entirely my own and where matters
DFS 230
are not clear this has been indicated in the text.
The only kit of the DFS 230 is from Huma. It is one of their early releases and as such the detailing is a trifle coarse. As with all "short run"
Just about every manufacturer has produced a Ju 87 B kit in 1/72. To kits the components need a fair deal of preparation before assembly
my knowledge those readily available are Airfix Series 2, Heller, Revell but this only requires patience and care. My work on this kit is only in
(may be out of production), Airfix Series 3 and Fujimi - in ascending it's early stages but I foresee no problems.
Junkers Ju 87B
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Junkers Ju 87B, H4+BH, II/LLG 1, Croatia, May 1945
Standard RLM 70/71/65 scheme with Yellow wingtip undersides and fuselage band. Note the glider towing shackle under the rudder.

Note markings only on wing uppersurfaces and fuselage sides, the dark mottle appears to have been applied after the codes.

A couple of photos of Ley's model during construction.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:

Roll Royce Armoured Cars (1914 type) and other vehicles
in Palestine in 1918

Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P882053

Sopwith Pup 7310 to Right.

Spad 7 of the 94th Aero Sqn USAS coded 'Red 14'

Spit Mk.V EE173 coded 'A' at 2.OTU Sept 1943

P012707

Lightning '702 in USAAF service'
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P891354

P891355

RAAF Walruses operated in the SAR Role with 9 Sqn. They have always been a mystery with very few photos appearing in print. As these very
rare images taken in 1944 show, some carried nose art. Only known details are serial X6520 for 'Splash' the Dragon.

P960447 with the 'Donald Duck' motif appears to be coded
YQ-T.
P890900 Sycamore 853, serial X6443
Finally one of the Vampire FB5s operated by 78 Wing RAAF
on Malta 1952-54. This is another area that little information
is available on in print. Is this the Wing Commander's aircraft
maybe?
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P890588
First one of the two Lockheed F4 Lightnings that were operated by 75 Sqn RAAF at Ataipe NG in late 1943. Secondly another rare shot of a
RAAF Martin Mariner A70-6 with nose art. Similarly A70-10 'J' was named 'Jacquinot Jane' and carried appropiate female artwork. I wonder
how many more there were of these ?
Editor's Notes - Keep in mind that in many cases what Mick sent me for scanning was prints done off the printer attached to the Computer
system at AHMWA as he could obviously not send the original prints across to me. Thus they will not be as good as a proper photographic
print ordered from the Museum will be.
Copies of any of these with 'P' reference nos can be ordered from the Museum as above by writing to their address for information on sizes
available and prices etc. There will be more examples on a regular basis in each issue. Captions were added by me. (Steve)
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A30 - B737-7ES AEW & C
Introduction
Australian Defence Force Project AIR 5077 was established to acquire,
develop and introduce a new Airborne Early Warning and Control
(AEW&C) for the Royal Australian Air Force. The AEW&C capability
would provide the Australian Defence Force (ADF) with an enhanced
surveillance capability which has long been missing from the ADF battle
order. An assessment team was established in 1995 to study all available AEW&C platforms which would suit the ADF requirements. Submission presented in the request to tender included the Airbus A330,
Hercules, Orion and 737 airframes. Other AEW&C aircraft such as the
Grumman Hawkeye and Saab 330 were found not to meet the ADF requirements. The Hercules and Orion both suited the RAAF as both type
where already in use, but relied on existing proven AEW&C technology
from the Grumman Hawkeye. If the Lockheed Orion production line was
open at the time of selection, the Orion could have easily been selected.
In December 1997 the Australian Government selected the Boeing submission for Project Wedge-tail and ordered four Boeing AEW&C aircraft
with an option of three more. The AEW&C systems acquisition was selection in 2000 and awarded to Northrop Grumman's Electronic Sensors
and Systems Sector.
Roles
The roles for the new AEW&C aircraft will involve Surveillance
Air Defence
Fleet Support
And coordination in operational theatres (both defence and civil assets).

The Boeing Wedge-tail systems include:
L-band Radar
Multi-Role Electronically-Scanned Array (MESA) radar
Back-to-back side array & end-fire "top-hat" radar.
3 x HF radio's
10 X VHF/UHF
3 x UHF radio's
UHF MILSATCOM
Data Link 11
Data Link 16
OTCIXS (Officer-in-Tactical Command Information Exchange System)
All these systems enable the AEW&C to communicate and control all
air, surface (ground and water) and sub-surface forces. It also allows the
AEW&C to monitor contacts in a passive mode, 360o around the aircraft, or activity focus on a specific threats, while monitoring passively
elsewhere.
Colour Scheme
With the roll out of the first airframe in natural metal, only the partially
painted panels gave an indication of what the true colour will be. First
indications revealed that the colour is similar to USAF AEW&Cs, Light
Gull/Boeing Grey (very gloss). Whether the national markings will be
high or low-vis is yet to be see, although the AEW&C loiter around the
fringe of the surveillance area, and the need for low-vis markings may
not be required.
Modelling the Wedgetail

Since the Wedge-tail is based 737 airliner, modelling the Wedge-tail is
relatively easy. Many 737 (short fuselage) models exist in 1/200 and
1/144 and all are easily converted into the Wedge-tail. No conversion for
2 Squadron
the Wedge tail 737 currently exists, but to convert existing kits, simply
2 Squadron was re-activated on the 18th of January 1998 to prepare add the radar aperture, nose/tail sensors, ventral fins, and the many
and take delivery of the new AEW&C aircraft. The Squadron last flew aerials along the top and bottom of the fuselage.
Canberra bombers in an aerial mapping and photograph role before it
was disbanded in 1984. 2 Squadron will be located at Williamtown, TECHNICAL DATA - B737-7ES (BBJ) AEW & C
NSW, although it is intended that a detachment of one/two aircraft will DESCRIPTION: AEW&C jet. (2-5 flight crew, 10-15 AEW&C crew, depending on configuration and time on station).
be based at RAAF Base Tindal in the Northern Territory.
POWER PLANT: Two 4500lb thrust Garrett TFE731-5A-1C turbofans.
Airframes
DIMENSIONS: Wing span 19.33m; length 20.21m; height 7.55m.
PERFORMANCE: Max speed 460 mph ; range 3000nm which can be
The Boeing Wedgetail is based on a 737-700 IGW airframe, similar to extended with air to air refuelling; operating altitude 30,000-40,000ft.
the 737-BBJ. Due to the surveillance nature of the aircraft, winglets are TIME ON STATION: Over 8 hours.
not carried as they interfere with the surveillance coverage. To assist in
stability, two large fins are carried on the lower rear fuselage, and this References
counters the MESA radar. Currently Boeing have two airframes com- Boeing - www.boeing.com
pleted, N378BC & N358BJ, with the first of these making its first flight in Department of Defence - www.defence.gov.au
November 2002. Both airframes are yet to have the large aperture radar
fitted to the rear fuselage along with the other electronic AEW&C systems. These will be fitting once the aircraft are certified and could take
up to two years.
System
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2 CAV vehicle showing how local foliage is used to enhance the camouflage, probably in the N.T bush as they are now Darwin based.

By Steve Mackenzie
The Australian Light Armoured Vehicle (ASLAV), is a highly mobile,
amphibious eight wheeled armoured vehicle that is ideally suited to
conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations. The ASLAV
has an eight wheeled configuration (selecting either four or eight
wheeled drive), and has a range of 600km with a top road speed of
100km/h. The ASLAV has excellent battlefield mobility, as all wheels
are equipped with a solid-core secondary tyre next to the hub, allowing the vehicle to function even with eight flat tyres.

armed with an M242 dual-feed 25mm Bushmaster cannon and two
7.62mm MAG58 machine guns.

In 1990, a year long evaluation was conducted on 15 light armoured
vehicles purchased from the United States Marine Corps. This was to
see how wheeled vehicles would handle Australian conditions and
what modifications would need to be made. In 1992 under Phase 2 of
the ASLAV Program, the Army acquired 111 of the Australian version
of the Canadian manufactured LAV. By 1997 the 2nd Cavalry Regiment was fully equipped with the ASLAV.
Phase 3 of the ASLAV acquisition was approved with the follow on
purchase of 144 vehicles with increased levels of local content including the fabrication and assembly of LAV-25 turrets by General Motors
Defence Australia. These vehicles will be issued to training units and
the 2nd Cavalry Regiment. The Phase 2 vehicles will be upgraded
and the bulk issued to the 2nd/14th Light Horse Regiment in Brisbane. This will equip the Army's two armoured reconnaissance units
with ASLAVs.
Phase 3 improvements include a laser range finder, the latest generation thermal imager, 28V DC electric drive for the turret and improved suspension for the hull. The heat of northern Australia poses
special problems for armoured vehicle crews with interior temperatures reaching 55 degrees centigrade. The ASLAV is fitted with airconditioning that reduces temperatures at the crew positions to outside levels. Increasing the versatility of the ASLAV even more is the
use of non-permanent Mission Role Installation Kits (MRIKs) to generate several variants from a single hull design.
This is a unique Australian modification and much of the design and
development work was done in Australia. By using these MRIKs and
the three different hull types of the ASLAV the Australian Army has at
their disposal, the following variants have been developed:
ASLAV-25 (Reconnaissance) - A three man reconnaissance vehicle

More 2 CAV vehicles showing how local foliage is used to enhance the camouflage.
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Newly delivered vehicle ARN 16012 showing stowage etc

Above: Newly delivered vehicle ARN 16012 showing stowage.
Right Another newly delivered machine at the factory.

3 more photos of vehicles in typical Aussie settings plus turret
manufacture at the factory in S.A
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ASLAV-PC (Personnel Carrier) - A two man vehicle armed with a .50 calibre machine gun and capable of carrying 7 scout troops. It is based on
the type II hull design (developed from the Canadian Bison), which does away with the turret in order to give much greater internal room.

5 photos of ASLAV-PC vehicles in typical Aussie settings (probably N.T again) plus 2 photos of ASLAV-PCs
taken in East Timor, probably with 6 RAR who had a
troop attached to them.
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ASLAV-C (Command) - A vehicle equipped with enhanced radio installation and radio masts, mapboard, stowage compartments, appropriate
seating and annex. Based on type II hull.

ASLAV-S (Surveillance) - A specialised surveillance vehicle equipped with thermal imager, laser range finder and day television camera. Based
on type II hull.
ASLAV-A (Ambulance) - Equipped with medical equipment and litter stations this ASLAV can carry three lying patients or six sitting patients.
Based on type II hull.

ASLAV-F (Fitter) - Maintenance support vehicle crewed by soldiers of the Royal Australian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (RAEME) for the
repair and maintenance of ASLAV vehicles. This and the Recovery vehicle are based on the type III hull which is similar to the type II but
strengthened.
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ASLAV-R (Recovery) - Maintenance support vehicle, also crewed by RAEME soldiers for recovering damaged or bogged vehicles.

In addition there is an ASLAV Driver Training Vehicle (basically the recce version sans turret with a fixed glazed cupola for the trainee driver),
plus trial vehicles mounting a 120mm mortar and another with TOW missiles mounted on the turret sides.
Colours : All vehicles are finished at the factory in the Australian Army's standard three colour camouflage scheme of Light Tan (FS 30219),
Dark Green (7650/ADE(M)-146-1/1 a pure Australian colour) and Black (FS 37038). Note that the colours fade a lot when in service compared to
the factory fresh versions.
References : The best online refs that I found for the ASLAV were as follows. I suggest you have a look if possible as there is more detailed info
than I am able to provide in this brief overview 1) Australian Army official site at 'http://www.defence.gov.au/army/equipment/aslav.htm'
2) A pair of excellent articles covering the differences between the versions in greater detail by Paul Handel are located at 'http://www.
hobbyvista.com/anzacsteel/Armoured Vehicles/aslavph_1.htm' and 'http://www.hobbyvista.com/anzacsteel/Armoured Vehicles/aslavph_2.htm' as
part of the Anzac Steel site.
3) An overview of the ASLAV programme at 'http://www.thunderandsteel.co.uk/aslav.html'
4) Another official Army site for 2 CAV at 'http://www.defence.gov.au/army/2CAV/newgear.html'
5) An unofficial site giving an overview of the ASLAV programme at 'http://members.tripod.com/~armouredregtsa/tank9c.htm' which mainly repeats no.1 above.
6) And a very good unofficial 2 CAV memories site at 'http://members.tripod.com/~armouredregtsa/tank23.htm' & 'http://members.tripod.com/
~armouredregtsa/tank23-3.htm' (2 different pages) which has a lot of very good photos of ASLAVs in service.
Modelling : The kit to use is the Italeri one in 1/35 scale (the Esci kit, even if you find one is considered a dog and wildly inaccurate). There is a
fair bit of work involved in doing all the small changes that were made to the local vehicles. The following refs are recommended if you can get
hold of them 1) APMA magazine issue 2/97. Good step by step details on the conversion. Should still be available as a back issue, contact APMA direct.
2) Military Modelling magazine June 1996. Good photo spread of the ASLAV-25.
3) Gary Green's detail photos in this issue of 'in Miniature'.
Sources : My main background text here is only lightly modified from that at the Defence site listed under References No.1 above. The photos
are Defence & Manufacturers photos plus a few others freely available in public domain sources. It is highly recommended that you have a look
at the 2 CAV memories site listed as Ref No.6 above for a large number of very good photos that were credited to an individual and thus not
freely available for use in this article.
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Gary Green has provided these walkaround photos of two ASLAVs
from 2 CAV that were on display at open days at North Head (13A)
and Liverpool Barracks (13B) in the mid 1990s. The two vehicles
were Army Registration Number (ARN) 51999, troop No 13A,
'Anarchy' and troop No 13B (ARN and name if carried unknown).
Both are in the standard 3 tone scheme used by the Army. 2 CAV
Regiment are currently the main user of the ASLAV (although small
numbers are attached to other units as required for exercises and deployments such as East Timor). Markings include an inverted triangle
(to indicate an armoured recce unit) and troop nos in several positions on the hull and turret. Also carried are the ARNs on the right
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front angled upper nose plate and on the left rear door. The Bridge
Classification sign (15 in black inside a broken circle) does not appear to be present at the time these photos were taken.
Also carried is a unit marking which is strangely similar to that used
by the German 2nd SS Panzer Division in WWII. It is visible on the
left hand turret side, that on the right side being covered by a patch of
mud (possibly someone attempted to cover these markings up temporarily for this display, so as not to upset the public).
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Colours: While these ASLAVs are painted in schemes that utilise
the standard Black, Tan and Green, they like the M-113s in the last
issue do not appear to adhere to a standard pattern (which I'm sure
probably exists). While they may come out of the factory all painted
the same, there is undoubtedly a lot of repainting once in service.
Copyright Notice – Copyright is held by Gary Green and these photos may not be reproduced without his written authorisation.
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Falcon A26-074 in flight. Photo DOD

By Ryan Hamilton
Introduction
In November, 1988, the Royal Australian Air Force issued a
"Request to Tender" for a single replacement of 34 Squadron's VIP
fleet. This current fleet consisted of two BAC-111s, three Falcon 20s,
and two/three HS 748 at the time of tender. Since the RAAF were
also flying the Boeing 707 for long haul VIP flights, it was deemed
that the replacement should be large enough to service thGlen Aldertone VIP requirements of the Pacific and South East Asia as well as
most regional Australian airfields. In 1989 the Falcon 900 was chosen
as the replacement. The five RAAF Falcon 900s were sold by the
Falcon Jet Corporation, to Hawker Pacific Pty Ltd of Sydney which
then leased them to the RAAF through ten-year deal costing $26 million per year.
The RAAF Falcon 900s were first flown by Dassault in France and
then ferried to the US Falcon Jet at Little Rock, Arkansas. RAAF personnel were trained in the US by Flight Safety International as the
Falcons had their interiors re-fitted.

con 900 were the Prime Minister, Treasurer and other Cabinet ministers, along with heads of state included HRH, the Queen of England,
Prince Phillip, and other members of the Royal family and heads of

Unknown RAAF Falcon 900 is delivered to RAAF Base Fairbairn. Note the water paint covering the RAAF markings.

The Falcons were then flown, using US civil registrations, to Sydney
to be handed over. After final checks and painting at Hawker Pacific
at Mascot, the Falcons were then flown to RAAF Fairbairn using their
RAAF serials.
Roles
The Falcon 900 reaffirmed some old ties which had been lost over
the years. It established a relation between the RAAF and the French
company Dassault. It also re-introduced the method of 'leasing'
RAAF aircraft instead of buying them, which had not been used since
the early 1970s with the F-4E Phantom. This practice of leasing has
now become an important tool for the ADF in keeping up with
'current' needs.
An interesting point is that all operational costs involved with running
of 34 Squadron (aircraft/ maintenance) are paid for directly by the
Australian Federal Parliament and not the ADF (RAAF). This may be
one reason why very few ADF personnel outside of 34 Squadron
were permitted to fly in the Falcon 900. The primary users of the Fal-

Albury1990 - A26-076 lies at the end of Albury's main runway
after breaking a scissor link. Both Photos – Glen Alderton
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Training
The leasing of the Falcons meant a new approach to the training of
its aircrew. Since the aircraft were not going to be retained for an extended period, many of the training needs were out sourced. New
crews posted into 34 squadron could expect a to undertake training at
Dassault in Paris or at the Biz Jet centre in New York, USA since
these were the only available Falcon 900 simulators available to the
RAAF. Each pilot would have to then return once a year to be recertified on the type (a perk of being posted to the squadron).
Other training flights were conducted throughout South East Asia, or
'Snow Trainers' in Northern America. The purpose of the 'Snow
Trainer' is for aircrew to be familiar with handling an aircraft in sub
zero temperatures with snow and ice. With the completion of the airport at Mt Hotman in Victoria, these flights are now conducted in Australia.

Dawn, Teterboro Airport, New York. The RAAF Falcon sits
amongst other Falcons, Challengers and Learjets in New
York's busiest Biz Jet airport. Photo C.Hamilton

Active Service
Due to the Falcon's speed and range, it has been flown to many hot
spots throughout the world. Being a Bizjet it also tends to be less
threatening than other military types. The Falcon 900's operational
service started with the evacuation of 13 Australian nationals from
Jordan at the commencement of the 1990 Gulf War. The Australians
were released by Iraq to Jordan, and the Australian Government
deemed it necessary to bring them home quickly. Once hostilities
commenced, 34 Squadron then made many trips to the Gulf region in
support of 33 Sqn B707 tankers operating from Jordan, the Mediterranean region, and other ADF troops operating in the theatre.
Closer to home, the Falcons were on standby in Jakarta (1997) to
evacuate Australia nationals due to a political uprising, but were
eventually not required. Recently the Falcon 900s were heavily involved with the ADF commitments to East Timor. During the early
phase of the East Timor operation the Falcon 900s were used to ferry
important personnel into East Timor, then later, dignitaries and other
officials.

A26-073 in Ottawa, Canada during a 'Snow Trainer' trip.
Photo John Davis

Accidents
Although the Falcon had a fairly safe service, it was not incident free.
The most public of these was in 1996 when the Prime Minister's
(Howard) Falcon was hit by lightning shortly after take off from Canberra. The crew made a safe landing back at Canberra and the PM
continued his journey onboard another aircraft. Inspection of the Falcons nose cone revealed a hole the size of a 20 cent piece. Due to
the fibreglass composition of the nose cone, this was to happen on
several occasions throughout the Falcon service.

34

The most serious accident occurred in 1990 when A26-076 was
practicing 'touch and goes' at Albury airport (there is less air traffic
there than at Canberra). Upon one hard landing the scissor link on
the port main undercarriage separated and the undercarriage collapsed. This resulted in the Falcon coming to an abrupt stop at the
end of the runway. No one was hurt in the incident and the aircraft
was repaired and flown back to Canberra.

The RAAF Falcon 900 over flies the Australian Parliament
House

Another of Falcon A26-070. Note the various Comms aerials
added underneath the airframe. Photo DOD

A26-073 overflies Russell Offices and the Department of Defence in Canberra. To the right of the Falcon is Canberra Airport, home of the Falcon 900. Both Photos DOD.
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A26-073 on display at an air show. Note that this aircraft has been updated with a Satellite communications pack and GPS, evident by the pod on top of the tail. Photo Glen Alderton
34 Sqn RAAF (Added by the Editor. Info from RAAF Museum)
Formed as a transport squadron in February 1942, 34 Squadron was
composed of an assortment of aircraft including Dragons, Ansons
and Tiger Moths. Operating from remote Northern Territory airfields,
34 Squadron continued its courier role until its disbandment in December 1942.
Reforming in South Australia during January 1943, 34 Squadron was
re-equipped with Dakotas four months later. The arrival of these robust and efficient aircraft allowed general freight and troop carrying
operations to be extended throughout Australia, and into much of
South East Asia.
34 Squadron was reformed in March 1948 as a VIP transport and
reconnaissance unit, principally support of the various activities undertaken at the Woomera rocket range in South Australia. A new
phase began for 34 Squadron in July 1959 when it was tasked with
providing VIP transport for Australia's leading citizens and visiting dignitaries.

Photo of 34 Sqn crew. Photo DOD

The typical sight to would greet those lucky enough to flight in
the Falcon 900. The crew pilots in the cockpit ready to go and
a Flight Steward waiting to greet the VIP upon boarding.
Photo: Catherine Hamilton.

"All hands!' Due to the fibre glass construction of the nose
cone, it was prone to cracking with age. Here the crew of the
RAAF Falcon replace the nose with a 'Civie' nose. Photo
Catherine Hamilton.
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Retirement

Colours

Ironically, the Falcon 900 was leased to replace several types of VIP
aircraft, and now the Falcon 900 is being replaced by several types.
This was however mainly due to the unserviceability of the Boeing
707 in the VIP role. In 1999 the Federal Government selected three
Challenger 604s and two Boeing BBJs to replace the five Falcon
900s in service. It must be said that although the Falcons were only
10 years old, they were considered 'outdated' in the Bizjet world and
well in need of an interior re-fit.

With the introduction of the Falcon 900 there was a modern change
to the existing VIP scheme. The fuselage was an upper white and
lower grey with a blue cheat line below the window line. The grey (no
FS number) is a light aircraft grey, almost white, and is really only distinguishable around the roundel where the two colours meet. The
dark blue is also lighter then the 'Royal Blue' traditionally used with
the VIP fleet. The tail plane was white, and the wings grey with a
chrome leading edge. "Royal Australian Air Force" is carried above
the side windows in Red & the serial on the No. 2 engine intake in
Black. Fin flash on the tail and roundels in six positions are the standard current full colour types. The Australian flag and squadron crest
were eventually displayed at the entry door. The Falcon also had a
flag mount which displayed the representative flag to whomever was
flying at the time, which was deployed after landing.

As each airframe was flown to the United States, a Simpsons character was painted on the aircraft where the roundels once were. Both
Homer Simpson and Grounds Keeper Willie (A26-074) are confirmed
to have adorned the side of the fuselage.

Falcon 900, A26-077, 34 Sqn RAAF, 1990s.
Colours as per above. Note that this drawing illustrates the initial form that the Falcons looked when first delivered to the RAAF. In addition to what is shown here there
are various Comm aerials under the fuselage (see photos) and the Australian flag
and squadron crest were usually displayed at the entry door (but there were variations - see photos).

Modelling the Dassault Falcon 900
Sadly, no model of the Falcon 900 currently exists, although with the increasing use of Biz-jets in the defence forces of many countries , one can
only hope that companies like Welsh Model will produce the type.
TECHNICAL DATA - Dassault Falcon 900
DESCRIPTION: 25-passenger VIP jet transport. (15-passenger in VIP
configuration).
POWER PLANT: Three 4500lb thrust Garrett TFE731-5A-1C turbofans.
DIMENSIONS: Wing span 19.33m; length 20.21m; height 7.55m.
WEIGHTS: Empty 22,755lb (10240kg), Max t-o 45,500lb (20640kg)
PERFORMANCE: Max speed 574 mph (Mach 0.87); max range (45 min
reserve) 4330nm (8020km); stalling speed 101kt (188km/h); max cruising
altitude 51,000ft; rate of climb 3,800fpm.
References
Department of Defence - www.defence.gov.au
RAAF Museum - www.raafmuseum.gov.au
ADF Serials web site - www.adf-serials.com
Airliners Net - www.Airliners.net for more photos of RAAF Falcon 900s
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Below – DOD photos taken at the retirement ceremony
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Lt James Harris in the cockpit of 42-22687
Background

Nose Art etc Colours

This article is about a P- 47D Thunderbolt that went missing in 1944
and was found 35 years later in 1979. The aircraft concerned is a P47D-4-RE, serial number 42-22687 and it was assigned to the 9th
Fighter Squadron, 49th Fighter Group and was allocated the squadron number 71 and piloted by Lt.James W. Harris, who had already
scored 4 kills in the 9th when it was equipped with P-40Es. The 9th
was the only squadron in the 49th to re-equip with the P-47Ds and
only used them for a brief period (Nov 1943 to March 1944) and was
then re-equipped with P-38Hs.

1.Pin-up artwork - Red hair with Black details. Flesh face with Blue
eyes, Red lips and Black details. Body Flesh, Toe Nails Red, Swimsuit White with Red stripes. Sandals White with Red soles and all
thinly outlined in Black.
2.Victory markings ( 4 Flags) - Red and White.
3. Pilot's name under windshield - White script (Editor's note - note
on the photos of the wreck however, that part has been overpainted
in Yellow) .
Mike Mirkovic, April 1993.

The aircraft went missing on April 29 1944 while being flown by Lt.
Marion Lutes (387th Bomber Sqdn, 312th B.G.), who was doing a local test flight to test fire the a/c guns after it was overhauled by the
386th Service Squadron at Nadzab. It was found 2,500 metres up a
mountainside near Gusap in 1979, the plane was totalled but the
paintwork was found to be near perfect and no sign of the pilot's remains was found.

Lt James Harris with his crew chief just days before Harris returned to the U.S. in early Apr 1944.

Drawing of the nose art, colours as per Above
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Republic P-47D-4-RE, serial number 42-22687, code '71', 9th FS, 49th FG, Apr 1944.
Uppersurfaces - Olive Drab 41 (FS595a 34087). Undersurfaces - Neutral Gray 43 (FS595a 36173). Cowling front, Nose number, Fuselage
stripe, rear fuselage and wing leading edges - White. Tail number (71) and Propeller blades - Matt Black ( blades have 4" Yellow tips ). Insignia - Blue roundel with White star and bars, Red outline ( 4 positions ). Colours of the artwork as per caption to detail drawing page 38.

ADDENDUM
Since I originally wrote this article in 1993, this aircraft is no more.
Sometime in 1998/9 ( exact date unknown to the author) it was buried
under tonnes of fallen trees and earth during a landslide in the area,
buried forever but not forgotten.
Mike Mirkovic, July 2000.
References are:
Flightpath Magazine Vol.4 #1 P.20
Classic Wings Vol.6 #2 (April 1999) P.14

(Editor) - Scans of the crash scene as discovered in 1979 that I have added to the article. It is interesting to note that both
this and Kearby's aircraft (see separate article) which crashed in Mar/Apr 1944 are still carrying Red outlines to the national
insignia that were supposed to be overpainted in Insignia Blue six months earlier.
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Neal Kearby's 'Fiery Ginger IV'. Standard Olive Drab over Neutral Grey scheme. Note style and size of the fuselage 'Star & Bar'.
And now for some aviation archeology. Robert Greinert who is well
known for his operations as a member of the HARS restoration group
(who restored and operate the Constellation well known on the local
warbird circuit) also has several projects underway of a private nature
which are not directly connected with HARS.

fact that negotiations were taking place with several interested parties
as to the eventual disposition of these historic relics. However with
the announcement in April that they were to go to the USAF Museum
and posting of information about the recovery on the 'Pacific Wrecks'
site at 'http://www.pacificwrecks.com/restore/hars/kearby.html' we
can now present these photos here.

Included in them are two complete P-47 airframes (P-47D Thunderbolt 'Sweetwater Swatter' Serial Number 42-8066 and P-47D-23-RA
Thunderbolt Serial Number 42-27608) both ex 348 FG. At this stage
the plans (according to the latest info available to me) is to restore
one to static display condition and the other hopefully to flying condition.
In addition his group has the remains of the rear fuselage and tailplanes of what is a very significant historical relic, Neal Kearby's
Thunderbolt P-47D-4 "Fiery Ginger IV" Serial Number 42-22668.
Kearby was attempting to break the WWI record of American ace
Eddie Rickenbacker's 26 victories. He was on a patrol with 2 other
348 FG pilots searching for enemy aircraft in the Tadji area but spotted the enemy over Wewak, and attacked three Ki-48's approaching
Dagua. Kearby's target did not go down initially, and he made a complete circle to attack it again. Although he shot the 'Lily' down for his
22nd victory, he was attacked and shot down by a Ki-43 from the
77th Sentai.
There has been much controversy over the years as to whether
Kearby was flying his own machine (serial 42-22668) on his last fatal
mission. This has to a large extent been caused by the heading photo
of the aircraft which clearly shows 22 Japanese victory flags painted
beneath the cockpit sill. How could this be correct if he was lost in
this machine on his last mission (remembering that the 22nd victory
was scored on a mission that he and his aircraft did not return from).
Thus it was conjectured that he was flying another aircraft on that last
fatal mission and that 42-22668 was retrospectively marked with his
full score.
The remains of the rear fuselage and tailplanes of 42-22668 were
recovered from the Wewak area by Robert Greinert's organisation in
2001. These were the only parts that could reasonably be salvaged
as the aircraft had slammed into a mountain so the front portions
were damaged beyond recognition and buried in tonnes of earth.
Brian Kelly who does work for the restoration team passed us these
photos some time ago, but we could not use them till now due to the
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Several shots of part of the rear fuselage that was recovered with the fuselage insignia. Note it is outlined in Red (where not
worn away) which contradicts the heading photo. While there is no doubt of the authenticity of the remains recovered, there is
still a mystery or two involved with this machine !!

Right: The seat as recovered.
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Parts of the fuselage structure.

Port & Starboard sides of the fin and rudder. Note that the
rudder stripes are Red, Yellow and Blue which means that all
the drawings of this machine showing Red, White and Blue
are incorrect (Squadron-Signal guesswork strikes again !).
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Photos by Warren Meyer
The RTAF Museum is located on the Phanonyothin road near and
just to the south of Wing 6 of the domestic terminal of the Don Muang
airport (Bangkok). That's on the east side of the airport, the international terminal is on the west side by another large road. It's open
0830-1630 Monday-Friday and the first weekend of the month. Admission is free.

There are 42 aircraft on display. About half well restored, but not to
flyable condition, the rest in various states. There are very few people
most of the time in the museum. The staff are helpful, but don't count
on them speaking English. Most aircraft have a sign in English as well,
but giving only sparse information (like the Thai signs) like make and
name, speed, range, size and weight and time of RTAF service. Nowhere is there any information on how many of a type they had. Displays of other things than full-size aircraft seldom have English text.

Left: Grumman Widgeon-E, 1952-56, Rescue. Natural Metal, underside of fuselage and floats Black. Yellow nose and stripe
around the rear fuselage outlined in Black. 6 roundels, flag on the rudder. Right: Cessna A-37 in USAF 'Vietnam' style camouflage (and I doubt the real thing was that glossy in service !

Republic F-84G Thunderjet, 1952-63. Natural Metal, 6 roundels, flag on fin. Green anti-glare panel stretching all the way to the
base of the fin. Blue nose, tip of fin and decor on the tanks. Number 1231 on fuselage, 878 on tail. Blue diagonal stripe with
white stars on nose. Red head of panther(?) on side of nose.

Left: Lockheed RT-33 in multi tone Grey camouflage. '516?' under tail plane. Right: North American F-86F, 1960. Natural metal,
black anti-glare, wingtips, tip of nose and cobra on side of nose green. Number 4322 on fuselage, 5060 on tail. Armament: 6 x
0.5 in, 4 pods of 7 x 2.75 in FFAR, 2 x 500 lb, 2 x 260 lb, 1000 lb, napalm and guided missiles.
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Northrop F-5E (70143) in USAF 'Vietnam' style camouflage (once again too glossy).

Another Northrop F-5E (71113) in a style of camouflage peculiar to Thailand (although some USAF Aggressors were similar).

Left: Same Thai camouflaged Northrop F-5E (71113) as
above.
Right: Fairchild C-123. USAF 'Vietnam' style camouflage. Very
small roundels on fuselage side and tiny flag on rudder.
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Left: Lineup of aircraft displayed outside. Right: North American Rockwell T-28D , 1962-84. White underside, with USAF
'Vietnam' style camouflage. 2 small roundels on fuselage, tiny flag on rudder.

Skyraider. White underside, with USAF 'Vietnam' style camouflage. No markings except for FR, AF 14072 on the fin. This is
an ex South Vietnamese AF machine which was one of many aircraft that fled to Thailand in 1975. It is done up in a pseudo
USAF scheme to represent (inaccurately) 'Proud American' which was an aircraft used to win the Congressional Medal of
Honour.

Left: Lockheed T-33 '56131'. Right: Row of Helicopters, all natural metal all over unless otherwise stated. Sikorsky S-55,
1954-62. Westland (Sikorsky) S-51, 1951-53. Bell OH-13, 1972-73, Black all over. Sikorsky H5A, 1953-55.
Reference: I got some of the descriptions of the exhibits from the following website: 'http://www.canit.se/~griffon/aviation/' (Editor)
Photos by Warren Meyer
Text by Steve Mackenzie
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Siam Scale Decals

ssn.48008 AV-8S RTN

Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scales: 1/72 & 1/48
Contents and Media: Instruction sheet, screen printer decal sheets.
Price: approx. 180 Thai bat, depends on the set.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: Very interesting Royal Thailand Air Force/Navy/Army
subjects. All squadron and stencil marking included. Plan three view
plan for all stenciling.
Disadvantages: Very few distributors throughout the world stock Siam
Scale products. You may have to buy direct from Siam Scale in Thailand.
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in South
East Asian aircraft.

ssn.48012 & 9 RTAF F-16A/B 40000 Hours Anniversary
103 Sqn. Royal Thailand Air Force
1/48 – Hasagawa/Revell-Monogram/Italeri
1/72 – Hasagawa/Revell-Monogram/Italeri
Decals consist of three sheets with the following Colour decals sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, all stenciling,
Anniversary tail marking, standard squadron markings.
Two double sided instruction sheets with paint and stencil plans
In this set, two F-16s (one A and one B model) are painted in the anniversary markings to commemorate the Royal Thai Air Force reaching
40000 flying hours in the F-16. These aircraft were paints the standard
F-16 three tone gray, with an eagle and red lightning bolts on a blue
tail. The title ‘40000 hours’ also adorns the tail. Siam Decals have
been thoughtful and included the squadron markings for 103 squadron
for those who wish to build the standard scheme with the Thai flag and
red lightning bolt. This includes a small ‘leaping tiger’ on the nose.

ssn.(E-2 Standard) RTAF F-5E/F 50000 Hours Anniversary
701/231/102 Sqn. Royal Thailand Air Force
1/48 - Italeri/Revell-Monogram
1/72 - Italeri
Decals consist of three sheets with the following Colour decals sheet consisting of roundels, walk-ways, all stenciling.
Anniversary nose art for the 50000 hours F-5E (701Sqn) and standard
squadron markings for four aircraft from 701/231/102 squadrons
Two double sided instruction sheets with paint plans, stencil plans for
both F-5E and F-5F.
A 701 Sqn. F-5E was painted in Anniversary markings to commemorate the Royal Thai Air Force reaching 50000 hours in the F-5E. This
aircraft were paints the standard F-5 three tone blue/grey, with nose art
to commemorate 50000 hours. Standard markings for an F-5E & F
from 701 Sqn. Suratthani AFB are also included. The next squadron to
be covered by this set is a F-5E from 231 Sqn, Udon AFB, standard
blue/grey wrap around scheme with a bowed and arrowed angel on the
tail. Finally, 102 Sqn, Doneang AFB, standard blue/grey wrap around
scheme with a white banner and two stars on the tail.
My only criticism with this sheet is that only one set of national markings are supplied. With a few set of roundels and flags, it would be
easy to build several aircraft from the one sheet.

1/48 – Monogram (OOP), Tamiya (OOP), Airfix GR3
1/72 – Hasagawa, Matchbox
This sheet covers all the AV-8A Harriers which are operated by the
Royal Thai Navy for coastal defense. This includes the eight single
seats and two dual seat aircraft. A range of color schemes are available, from the light gull gray and white from when the Harriers where
brought from the Spanish Government, to the current standard dark
gray scheme. Enough decals (national, squadron and stenciling markings) are supplied to make one light gull gray and one dark gray current scheme, where single or dual seat.
Siam have put some thought into the 1/48 decals set. The Royal Thai
Navy Harriers have been updated over the years so that most of there
features (except the nose) are standard for the Harrier GR-3. Since the
Monogram and Tamiya kits are both out of production, they can supply
a resin nose to convert the Airfix GR3 into the standard AV-8A. You
will need to check whether it is available at the time of purchase
Siam Scales Decals Range
Other decals in this range include many other type typical to the Royal
Thailand Defence Forces (F-16s, F-5s, Spitfires, Bearcats, F-84G, OV10, AlphaJets). Siam Scale have also extended there range to included other air forces including Royal Singapore (F-16/F-5) and Israel Air Forces (F-16s). Most decals are available in 1/144, 1/72, 1/48
or 1/32 if the corresponding model in available in that scale.
1/72
ssn.72001 Dornier 228 RTN
ssn.72002 H-34/S58 RTAF
ssn.72003 T-6G RTAF
ssn.72004 HU-16/CL215 RTN
ssn.72005 H-19A/B RTAF/RTA/RTP
ssn.72006 OV-10/AlphaJet RTAF
ssn.72007 F-84G RTAF(12,43Sqn
ssn.72008 Skyvan RTP
ssn.72009 F5E RTAF(102,711,211,403Sqn)
ssn.72010 F-16A/B RTAF (40,00 Hours)
ssn.72011 F-27 Fokker RTN
ssn.72012 F-8F Bearcat RTAF (12,22,43 Sqn)
ssn.72013 CH-47A/D RTA
ssn.72014 F-16A/B RTAF
1/48
ssn.48001 F-5E RTAF (211,403 Sqn)
ssn.48002 F-5E RTAF (102,711 Sqn)
ssn.48003 F-8F1 RTAF (23,43 Sqn)
ssn.48004 Spitfire Mk14/19 RTAF
ssn.48005 F-8F1 RTAF (12,43 Sqn)
ssn.48006 F-5S/T RSAF
ssn.48007 F-16C/D Israeli AF
ssn.48008 AV-8S RTN
ssn.48009 F-86L RTAF (12 Sqn)
ssn.48010 F-5B RTAF (First F-5B in the World)
ssn.48011 Alpha Jet RTAF (231Sqn)
ssn.48012 F-16A/B RTAF (40,00 Hours)
ssn.48013 F-16A/B/C/D RSAF
ssn.48014 SB2C-5 HelldiverRTAF
ssn.48015 T-6G RTAF
ssn.48016 H-19A RTAF/RTA/RTP
ssn.48017 F-84G RTAF (12,43 Sqn)
ssn.48018 F-16A/B RTAF (102,403 Sqn)
You can contact Siam Scale at
30/160 Viphavadeerungsit Rd,
Lardyao, Chatujuk, Bangkok, 10900
Telephone 02-936-1932,
Mobile 01-936-1932
Many thanks to Siam Scale and Tony Rigby for the review decals.

Review by Ryan Hamilton
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Mushroom Monthly has always been one of the best modelling mags available. What makes it so good is some very well researched articles
(some of which are on subjects that are anything but hackneyed) and very good reviews that tell it as it really is without being too nit picky.
None of your typical commercial magazine method of glossing over the errors because they are afraid of upsetting the distributor and losing
their advertising money which is all too common here.
Want to know what is wrong with the MPM Blenheim kits accuracy wise then read the review in issue 6/3 here. Some of the very good articles
include things like Greek Fairey Battles, a re-write of Lindsay Charman 'Grey Mirage' series that was in APMA magazine years ago consolidating it into several articles and updating the info and Dornier Flying Boats (the Do-24 & Do-26 series).
Highly recommended. Available from Ley Reynolds of Platypus Publications at our IPMS meetings for approx A$7.50 per copy.
Review by Steve Mackenzie

The engraving on the parts is well done although there is a slight texturing on the airframe parts. The cockpit structures including the open
floor are well done and very simple to build. The sidewall tubing is all
there and the roll over bars are moulded into them. The instrument
panels have raised detail which is very light and needs to be carefully
drybrushed. The parts fit is very good.
The decal sheet provides a choice of two aircraft. One is Portugese
and the other is Algerian. They are well printed and quite thin. I don’t
know how well they work because I built a R.N.Z.A.F. version.
Overall it is a very
nice piece- better
than the old monogram kit- although
pricey at $45.00.
Fortunately, Heller
have re-released it
at around $30.
North American T-6 Texan by Ocidental Replicas 1/48 scale

Highly
mended.

recom-

by Chris Davies
This is an all new kit of the famous WWII trainer that was used by
many countries for advanced pilot training. The Texan (or Harvard) is
still popular today and can be seen at airshows all around the world.</
The kit itself was the first offering from Ocidental Replicas and is designed and manufactured in Portugal with heaps of input from I.P.M.S.
Portugal.
There are 60 pieces moulded in light grey and transparent styrene.
There are separate flaps with basic internal detail and 5-piece canopy.
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Display Models May 2003
Meeting
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this
publication does not have all the photos comprising the
models from the Mar-May 2003 meetings which are on the
Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.
As most members would be aware, Mick Elst has moved to
Wagga for an indefinite period. Because of this he is longer
able to take the photos of all the models at each club meeting that he used to. Gary Wickham has volunteered to take
a selection of photos at each meeting for use on the Club's
new website at 'www.ipmsnsw.org' and on these pages.

.
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